
“TRIPLE 70” FUN SHOOT 

Rules, Policies & Procedures  

Welcome shooters. The “Triple 70” Fun Shoot is a three discipline – three event shoot, with 

each event being identical in all respects. Shooters may shoot any one, two or all three events. 

Participants will shoot 25 Singles, 25 Handicap and 10 pair of Doubles in event one, (then if they 

have chosen), turn right around and do it again and then once more. This unique shoot format 

is designed to reach shooters interest in a shoot program that is rich in variety and unlike the 

norm. Each event carries its own purse and…should you add the Optional $25 Grand Purse, it 

provides you with an enormous 40% in purse payout. One time administration charge of $5 per 

year. 
 

Shoot Fees & Awards: This is a CASH ONLY shoot! Credit cards will be accepted!Make 

checkout to Redlands Shooting Park. 

1. Entry fee is $25 per event. Each 70 target event (Includes a $5 HOA Mini Purse)  

2. The “Triple 70” HOA Mini Purse is HIGH GUN – FIVE CLASSES “27”, “25”, “23”, “21”, & “19”. 

3. $5 of each entry per class goes into that corresponding class purse. 

4. Top HOA score in each class wins. (Long run from front will decide). 

Example: Five shooters in the “23 yard class” - $25 - eight shooters in the “19 yard class” - $40 and 

so on.  

5. Should there be a tie in any of the three events; winner will be decided by Long-Run from the 

front. * 

6. Purse payouts will be available at the end of the shoot if not available earlier.  
 

Optional Grand Purse & Grand Champion (Total of 210 Targets) $25 
The Grand Purse is divided as such; “Grand Champion” will receive $5.00 per each Grand Purse 

Entry and the balance of $20.00 will go into each respective yardage class. Top combined HOA 

score of all three events in each yardage class will receive their portion of the HOA Grand Purse. 

Example: If five shooters play the purse in any one of the five HOA yardage classes, the winning 

shooter in that class will receive $100.00 should there be a tie; the shooter with the longest run 

from the front per class, will be declared the winner. Grand Champion is not eligible to win 

his/her respective yardage class. 
 

* Long Run from the Front 
Long run from the front will always be calculated using singles, handicap and doubles in that 

order, despite the fact that we do shoot the doubles first in event two. (See Squadding #4). (So 

Don’t Miss).  
 

 

 



Classifications  

1. We use the honor system in classifying all shooters. We ask for you to please respectfully 

comply! 

2. We use yardage class HOA instead of singles class as a means to identify HOA classifications. 

3. Shooters Current ATA or Tri-County Yardage (whichever is greater), will be used as a 

beginning yardage.  

4. If shooters yardage is an even yard, he/she will be assigned to the next shorter odd number 

yard.  

5. Shooters without established classifications will start; Women at 21 yards, Men at 23 yards.  

6. Singles and Doubles class is not used in the “Triple 70” shoot program. 

7. A shooter who has knowingly provided false information or fails to abide by these policies 

and procedures will forfeit any earned winnings and jeopardize further participation. 

 

Don’t Shoot Doubles? No Problem! Provisions are in place to include those who do not 

shoot doubles. If a shooter wishes to shoot this program and be eligible for a HOA win, they can 

substitute the 20 doubles targets for a 20 target round of handicap shot from 27 yards. 

Shooters will be shooting the substitution round directly after all squads have completed their 

handicap on each event. 
 

Squadding 

1. Pre-Squadding is not available for this shoot. 

2. Shooters will squad by handicap and shoot in the same squad and post for all events. No 

switching. 

3. Shooters who wish to shoot as a squad must sign up together as a squad or have a member 

of the squad sign up all shooters for the squad and pay for each shooter at this time. 

4. Although we squad according to your yardage, the order of shooting is; singles, handicap 

and doubles.  
 

HOA Reclassifications 

Once a shooter has shot one or more “Triple 70” shoots, their running HOA average will 

determine his or her yardage class (for the next shoot), based on their ranking among all the 

HOA averages on the current shooter roster. The HOA roster will be divided into 5 equal class 

brackets if possible for each shoot. Each shooters new ranking along with any class change will 

be posted at sign up at each shoot. This method of HOA ranking and class reclassification 

assures a near even spread of shooters in each HOA class for each shoot. If one wishes to 

decline a yardage reduction, one may do so upon sign up, but one may not refuse to accept 

advancement. Should there be an imbalance of shooters on the roster, the greater number of 

shooters (by one), will be added to the shorter yardage group. (Like the Lewis divisions). 

Example; 48 shooters would be spread like this: 27 yard – will have 10 shooters, 25 yard -  10 



shooters, 23 yard - 10 shooters, 21 yard - 9 shooters, and the 19 yard - will have 9 shooters. 

Exceptions will occur when duplicate running averages are found. 
 

Sign up and cut off times: With this program having three 70 target events, we will offer 

three windows of time for sign up. The first window will begin at 8:00 AM and close at 9:00 AM. 

If you miss the first event there will be two additional opportunities for the following events, 

however one will not play or be eligible for the Grand Purse.  We will again open the window 

for sign up about 15 minutes before event two starts and once again about 15 minutes before 

event three starts. Sign-up will close the moment each event has begun. Cut off times must be 

enforced to assure shoot continuity.  
 

Refunds: Shooters requesting a refund will be refunded $7 for the singles and/or handicap 

subevent and $6 for the doubles subevent if they have not shot in that discipline in that event, 

plus a full refund for each full event they have not shot. However, there will not be any refunds 

on any purse once shooter has started shooting. 

 

Any aspect of this shoot is subject to modification. 

 

Miscellaneous 
 

50/50 Drawing – We will have a 50/50 drawing to kick off each day. (50% will go to the 

shooter - 50% to the trap help. 

 

Question: Why did we decide on a 210 target program with three 70 target events?  

Answer: Don’t ask, just shoot! Actually it works better when embracing the many options 

rooted in this shoot, but it is so darn difficult to explain, it would be far better not to ask. 
 

Inclement Weather: If we have a heavy rain on the day of the shoot, the shoot will be canceled. 

However, if the weather man says showers for the day and it is only sprinkling (providing the 

range is open), we will be there to see what happens.  
 

Canceled Shoots: Any shoot that is canceled {for any reason), will not be made up unless 

mentioned in a further notice. 
 

 

THIRD SATURDAY OF EACH MONTH 

SEE EVENTS CALENDAR FOR THE NEXT SHOOT DATE  
 


